Design, construction, and evaluation of a bioacoustic transducer testing (BATT) system for respiratory sounds.
Many different transducers are employed for recording respiratory sounds including accelerometers and microphones in couplers. However, there is no standard lung sound transducer or any device to compare transducers so that measurements from different laboratories can be determined to be of physiologic origin rather than technical artifacts of the transducers. To address this problem, we designed and constructed a prototype of a device that can be used to compare accelerometers, microphones enclosed in couplers, and stethoscopes. The prototype device consists of a rigid chamber containing a loudspeaker that opens to an antechamber covered by a viscoelastic material with mechanical properties similar to human skin and subcutaneous tissue. When driven by a white noise source, we found the sound output at the surface to be useful to comparatively evaluate sensors between 100 and 1200 Hz where lung sounds have most of their spectral energy. We compared the viscoelastic layer to similar thicknesses of fresh meat and fat and found them to produce similar acoustic spectra. This device allows air-coupled transducers, accelerometers, and stethoscopes used in respiratory sounds measurements to be compared under physical conditions similar to their intended use.